Mission Grant Report Form
Iowa District West

Grant recipients are asked to complete and submit the
report form within one month of the completion of the effort or, if
a continuing ministry, by January 31 of the following year in
which the grant is received. Please submit any pictures, as well,
that would help to share the story with other congregations to encourage them in their ministry.
1. Please provide a brief overview of the effort.
The summer of 2015 Calvary did a multipronged outreach through technology, men’s
events, and social media. Erik Larson filled the position to create the podcasts and
coordinate the activities. He worked from April – September. He continues to post the
podcast although volunteering time, but as you read below we are looking to put
together compensation. The result was 31 podcasts posted, a couple men’s
activities, numerous helping groups (relieving pastor since our DCE position was vacant)
and numerous social ministry outreaches! Slides were made for Sunday morning to
advertise events!
2. What goals were established for this effort; that is, what did you hope to accomplish?
We set a goal to try to reach about 30 people with each podcast. We also had a goal to
try to make the podcasting permanent and to continue to reach people on the internet.
We hoped to engage those who were not in church during the summer.
3. Did you achieve your goals? If not, what do you think were some of the contributing
factors?
We did reach our goal or reaching 30 people per podcast on average. Granted some
were less some were more depending mainly on the catchiness or relevance of the title!
We discovered that when Pastor Travis personally sent the podcast link to members
who were not in church, more listened to it. Those links simply on FaceBook received
few hits.
The elders decided to continue the podcast through a sponsorship program. In other
words, instead of running the position in the budget, individuals could adopt a week and
pay $25-50 to have the podcast put on-line.
4. Is there anything you would do differently if you were to undertake this effort again?
We found coordinating the two men’s events difficult. The men did get together for
cleaning but not as many as we expected. If we would do the event again we would try
to really advertise the men’s event even more. Otherwise, the podcasts went well.

5. What lessons were learned through this effort?
We learned to be patient and to try to keep the podcast short and upbeat! People we
would never expect continue to listen to them and even regular church attenders are
listening to them to review the message if they missed something on Sunday!
6. What suggestions would you give to a congregation considering a similar effort?
We would suggest preparing for a learning curve on starting the podcast. MPEG3 and
MPEG4 are the most interchangeable, however many can also open WAV. Freeware
works, but a church will want to go to using purchased software to save time. We
started recording with the church sound system, but have found the quality by today’s
Tablets are almost just as good and are much more convenient!

7. Contact person
Name: __Erik Larsen ____________________________________________________
E-mail: _ takeanothergander@gmail.com______ Phone: ___712-203-0042 _________
Congregation: Calvary, Sioux City______________________________________

